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● Different types of articles you can publish 
● Which is the right journal for your work
● The pathway of a paper through a medical journal, submission, 

policies and the peer review process
● The role of peer reviewers
● Common reasons for rejection
● What editors look for
● Tips for submission, how and when to reach out to editors

What I will cover



• Share your work

• Support scale and spread

• Avoid reinventing the wheel

• Celebrate your success

• Start a debate

• Educate

• Career advancement / CV

Why publish?



• Research studies / trials

• Opinion

• Debate / commentary

• Letters to the Editors / responses

• News

• Multimedia: podcasts, video

• Infographics

• Social media content

What types of content can I publish?



The BMJ - more than research



● Impact factor
● Reach
● Open access
● Audience
● Processing time
● Rejection rate
● Cascade
● What the journal has published before
● How does the journal help make the most of your research?

Where to publish?



BEWARE 
PREDATORY 
JOURNALS

Source: Livescience



Where to publish - with BMJ



• Impact Factor 7.226

• Research, opinion, debate

• Acceptance rate 12%

• Triple blind peer review

• Some Open Access articles

• Online and print

BMJ Quality and Safety



• Impact Factor 2.376

• Research studies

• Acceptance rate 55%

• Open peer review

• Fully Open Access 

• Online only

• Sister journal to The BMJ

BMJ Open



• Impact Factor 27.604

• Research, opinion, debate

• Acceptance rate 7% 

• 4% of 4000 research

• Open peer review

• Research Open Access 

• Online and print

The BMJ



• PubMed indexed

• Acceptance rate 52%

• Single blind peer review

• Fully Open Access

• Online only

• Main role: publication of 

useful QI reports

BMJ Open Quality



Not just impact factor



● Original research

● Systematic review

● Narrative review

● Research and reporting methodology

● Short report

● Quality education report

● Quality improvement report

BMJ Open Quality publishes:





If your paper is rejected

• Pout, curse, commiserate with co-authors

• Take some time away

• Appeals are possible, but usually need to show flawed process

• Use the feedback to revise for submission elsewhere and/or 

adjust your next study

• ...And do not "reply all" to the decision letter!



If you are offered the opportunity to revise

• Celebrate (but not too much)

• Take some time away

• Carefully attend to each point in the review, but pay particular 

attention to the editors’ commentary

• Submit a clearly marked revision along with a descriptive cover 

letter



Why do journals reject work?



● Research question lacks interest/relevance to journal audience

● Outcomes not sufficiently clinical or important to patients

● Study design means results are unreliable

○ not the best possible choice to answer the study question

○ population is not representative/generalisable to a wider setting

○ sample is small/biased/ lacks sufficient power to determine effect

○ incomplete or inappropriate statistics

● Study Answer is unlikely to impact on practice, policy or research

● Over interpretation of results

Reasons for rejection - research



● Reporting bias

○ Papers may get written up when the improvement is a ‘success’

○ We can learn a lot from what didn’t work so well

● Content bias

○  Reports over-focus on results

“We achieved 14% reduction of X!” 

○ Little information on methods and experience of implementation 

“How we planned and adapted what we did to 

achieve 14% reduction of X”

Reasons for rejection - QI reports



• Check journal policies and advice to authors before submission

• Use the cover letter to convey the importance of the 

manuscript, what it adds, how it will change practice/policy, is it 

topical and whether previous work on the topic has been well 

cited and accessed

• Be brief, clear and evidence based and write in plain English

• Ensure all authors have seen and approved the draft before 

submission

Tips for submission



• Include all required statements and supplementary files 

• eg copyright, conflicts of interest, guarantors, 

checklist, trial registration.

• Reach out to editors before submission if you have specific 

queries

• Tell journals if your paper has been considered and rejected 

from elsewhere, provide reviews if you can

• Demonstrate meaningful patient involvement (including in 

write-up!) and communicate details in your manuscript 

Tips for submission



Resources

• EQUATOR 

• ICMJE

• SQUIRE

• Colleagues

• Journals

• Books

• Read!
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